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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

When the utilization vol ta.ge standards now in use were being 

determined, one of the major problEl!ls to be solved was reconciling the 

difference between the three-phase voltages on odd ratio (120/208 volt) 

and even ratio (120/24o volt) systems. Although utilization voltages 

to both power and lighting equipment were considered, ~t ~s realized 

that the life of lighting equipment was relatively short when compared 

to that of a motor. Therefore, it was the long-lived utilization equip

ment, such as electric motors, that became the determining factor in 

the establishment of reasonable voltage limits0 

One solution to this problem, which was advanced at that time, was 

to establish a separate line of polypha.se motors for operation at about 

190 or 200 volts for use on the 208 volt system. The existing 220 volt 

motors would be ~tisfactory for the 24o volt system. 

Simultaneously with this voltage utilizati9n study, the motor 

manufacturers developed and placed on the market a three-phase motor 

that could be connected to produce high ~orques on either the 208 volt 

or 24o volt system. It was felt that this motor. together with the 208 

volt line of motors, would fulfill the requirements for high torque on 

the 208 volt systems. This was particularly true since motors are 

designed for operation on voltages 10 percent above or 10 percent below 

their nameplate rating. 
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These conclusions and the resulting recommended voltage utiliza-

tion standards were very satisfactory at the time they were adopted and 

would still be compatible to~ except for two points. 

1 The thre~pha:se mo-tor which was referred to as being capable of 
.. . . ,.:, ., .: 

.producing high torques .on both a 208 volt or a 24o volt system 

turned out to be wishful thinking on the part of those concerned. 

This motor never became economically feasible to build as a 

stock item and is not now available except by special order at 

an increase in price. 

2. Because the motor manufacturer guaranteed his motors for opera-

tion at 10 percent undervoltage it was necessary that the motor 

be designed to carry the additional current required to produce 

rated output at the lower voltage limit. In so doing this, the 

manufacturer inherently built into the motor extra capacity that 

could be utilized if the voltage was maintained at rated (name

plate) voltage. · This extra capacity, known as "service factor," 

has been used more and more in the application of motors. It 

has now become an acceptable practice by _ the fabricat9rs of 

"packaged equipment, 11 such as air conditioners, to utilize the 

service factor in the design of ~.heir equipment. 
. ! . 

This practice of utilizing the service ·factor of motors ·in their 

application means that the design tolerances, which were the partial 

basis for detennining present utilization voltage standard~. are no 

longer available. These tolerances were also depended upon by the elec-

trical supplier (electric utility) to allow for differences in voltage 

levels and voltage unbalances. 

The most common voltage ratings for small motors manufactured in 
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the United States are: 

For Single-phase motors 115/ZJO volt 

For Three-phase motors 220/44-0 or 120/208 volt 

The above motor ratings are all available from th-e eu.pplier as 

stock motors, rith the exc~p~ion of the 120/208 volt motor. 'Whether 

this is a stock item depend~ upo~ the practice of the local warehouse 

and is usu.ally classified as Et spectal motor. · 

The most common source of power for these motors comes from two 

general types of distribution systems. These are the four-wire delta 

system, which is the 120/24-0 volt system, and the wye system, which is 

the 120/208 volt system. 

The four-wire 120/24o volt system is used extensively to serve com

bined light and power load.a in areas where the load density does not 

justify an underground network. This type of secondary may be supplied 
' 

by either a two or three transformer bank. The two-transformer or open 

delta bank has the a.dvantag~ of lower equipment cost while the three-

transformer or closed delta bank has f~wer losses and makes for better 

balance on the primary circuit. 

_ In 1944 a study was !118-de by Eba~co Services Incorporated as to the 

economical range of application for the open delta bank. The results of 

this- inve~tigation shoved that in general the open delta bank was the 

more economical for the following cases. 

12-kv or 13-kv Nominal Distribution Systems with Distributed Loads 
' . 

1. Pure three-phase loads up to 75 kva appro~mately. 

2. Combined single-phase and thre~phase lo~ds, having three-

phase load up to 75 k:va approximately with single-phase 

loads up to about 100 kva. 
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Li-k:v Nominal Distribution Systems with Distributed Loads 

1. Pure three-phase loads up to 24 kva approximately. 

2. Loads up to 25 k:va three-phase combined with single-phase 
- , 

loads up to about 50 kva~ 

One of the undesirable features of the four-wire delta system is 

the unbalanced voltages which are characteristic of a combined li~t and 

power delta system. This unbalance is greatly accentuated when the 

supply is from an open delta bank. When these unbalanced vol ta.gee are 

applied to three-phase motors, they will produce backward torques, which 

will require greater forward torques to give the same shaft output. 

From information obtainable from Qne manufaeturer the following table 

was prepared showing the maximum unbalances that would use all of a 

motor's service factor. 1 

Percent of Nameplate (220 volts) 

Positive Sequence 90.00 95.00 100.00 105,00 110,00 

Negative Sequence 1.50 3.25 4.75 5.62 6.50 

Unbalance Factor 1,67 3.42 4,75 5.35 5.90 

The unbalance factor used in this table is defined as the ratio of negs.-

tive sequence voltage to positive s~quence !Oltage expre~sed in percent. 

From the table of maximum unbalances and also from Tables lA and 1!, 

which give the effect of voltage on oth~r __ motor ch~ra.cteristics_, it can 

be seen that the operation of a motor on an over voltage is definitely 

preferable to operation on an under voltage. 

1A S Anderson, Problems of S~rvin-e: Lie!hting and Three-nha.se Motor 
Loads from a Delta Secondary, Ebasco Services Incorporated, 
Presented at Fifth Power Distribution Conference, · Department of 
Electrical Engineering, University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 



Table 1A 

General Effect of Voltage Variation on Induction-motor Characteristics* 

Efficiency Starting -
and Full 

lull J/4 1/2 Maximum Synchronous Percent Load 
Load Load Load Running Speed Slip Speed 

Torque 
-

10~ Small Decrease Decrease Increase No Decrease Increase 
Voltage Increase i to 2 7 to 20 44~ Change JO~ 1. 5% Points Points 

- -

110~ Increase Practically Decrease Increase No Decrease Increase 
Voltage ! to 1 No Change 1 to 2 21~ Change 17% 1~ Point Points 

Function 
(Voltage) 2 

1 ( Synchronous 
of Constant (Voltage) 2 speed 

Voltage slip) 

90~ 
Decrease Increase 

2 Practically 1 to 2 Decrease No Increase Decrease 
Voltage Points No Change Points 19i Change 23i 1!~ 

* See Table lB for other voltage characteristics. 

\J\ 



Table ll3 

General Effect of Voltage Variation on Induction-motor Characteristics• 

Power 1actor .. 
1µ11 Starting Temperature · Maximum 

J'a.11 J/4 1/2 Load Current Rfse Overload 
Load Load Load Current FulJ,. ,Load Capacity 

-

Decrease 
.. 

1oz' 
Decrease Decrease Decrease Increase Decrease Increase 

Voltage 5 to 15 10 to JO 15 to 4o 
11% 2511, 5 to 6 C 44"' Points Points Points 

i10~ 
Decrease Decrease Decrease 

Decrease Increase Decrease Increase J 4 5 to 6 Voltage Points Points Points 71> 10 to 1~ J to 4 C 21~ 

Function 
of Voltage '' 

·, .L (Volta.ge) 2 ,. 

Voltage 
' 

90~ Increase Increase Increase Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
Voltage 1 2 to J 4 to 5 11% 10 to 1~ 6 to 7 C 19% Point Points Points 

• See Table lA for other voltage characteristics. 
, · 

°' 
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One method of improving the voltage balance at the point of utili-

zation is to use single-phase feeder regulators with independent voltage 

controls. Thie will allow each phase to be regulated according to the 

·ma.gnit11de and power factor of He load. With the three-phase regulator 

the regulation is controlled by the load on one phase,· or as on some 

three-phase regul,tor.s·,· by the ave.rage load on two phases. If the 

feeder to be regulated has an express feeder of any length. then any 

unbalanced load will cause an additional voltage unbalance in the ex-

press feeder which could be eliminated if single-phase regulators were 

used. 

With a wye type distribution s;,vstem the single-phase 120 volt load 

may be supplied from any one of the three phases, thus making it possi-

ble to get some semblance of a balanced three-phase system. The trans

former banks will also be symmetrical, each having transformers of equal 

sizes. Such a system as this is theoretically the best system from both 

the standpoint of voltage unbalance and economics of installation. How-

ever, in practice this type of distribution ~stem is the cause of ma.ny 

a headache for the distribution engineer of the utility company. 

As pointed out before the 208 volt three-phase motor is usually 

classified as a special motor. Because of this ~d the fact that _the 

cost is usually about 5 percent above that of a 2ZO . volt motor. it has 

been very difficult to get either the equipment supplier or customer to 

use 208 volt motors. A 220 volt motor will operate on a 208 volt system, 

but it does not leave sufficient allo~ances _for _ tolei-ances due to volt-

age drops and voltage unbalances. Tb.is_fs particularly true where the 

service factor of the motor has been utilized in the design of the 

equipment as mentioned before. 
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Another factor which makes the 120/208 volt wye distribution sys

tem rather distasteful to some people is the lack of a standard 208 volt 

single-phase motor. This makes it necessary to use a 220 or 230 volt 

single-phase motor for those sizes where ·a 120 volt single-phase motor 

is not suitable. 

Due to this seemingly lack of compatibility between voltages avail

able on a utility system and standard utilization voltages for motors, 

it is fast becoming quite a problem for the utility to provide a voltage 

for its customers that will allow their electrical equipment to operate 

properly. 

To improve the service to its customers, the electric utilities 

are constantly striving to improve the voltage regulation by the use of 

static capacitors, larger transformers, larger conductors, and better 

feeder voltage regulators. The feeder voltage regulator is today a 

greatly improved piece of apparatus when compared to those of a _decad.e 

ago. However, with these improvements the feeder voltage regu1ator is 

still not capable of the type perform~ce required by the operating 

utility companies. 

This thesis will deal pri~cip~llY- with the. .operation of the feeder 

voltage regulator. !~eluded will oe a review and recommendations for 

the setting ot the line drop compen~tor: . The shortcomings in the 

design of the presently available line drop compensators and a possible 

solution to this deficiency will be ·discussed. 

Standard utilization voltages will also be reviewed in view of 

establishing primary vo1tage levels on a feeder system that will pro

vide a better regulated voltage for the consumer. 



Chapter .II. 

FEEDER VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

Control Equipment 

Considerable distress has been experienc~ by_ those resp~nsible _ 

for the proper operation of automatic feeder voltage regulators. These 

troubles have not been due so much to the improper operation of the 

regulating equipment but to the limitations of design of the control 

equipment. Although the control equipment now available on feeder 

voltage regulators has been greatly improved over the past decade it 

still is not capable of the type perfonnance required by the operating 

utilities. Prior to about 1940 it was not uncommon to find the control 

equipment for feeder voltage regulators to be designed for operation at 

only one power fac~or, usually 80 to 8S perce~t. This type of control 

apparatus worked satisfactorily only as long ~s the power factor of the 

load being supplied remai~ed const~nt and near the valu~ for which the 

control equipment was designe~. Some oft.he other types of control 
....... 

equipment ma.nufa.ctuted ·during this. ·period ,were not only designed for a 

particular power factor load but had a fixed ratio of resistance to 

r .eactance in the compensating circuit. 

The control equipment on all modern distribution feeder regulators 

and supplemental regulators is fundamentally the same type regardless of 

the manufacturer. This control equipment consists mainly of a voltage-
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1 regulating relay, sometimes referred to as a contact making voltmeter, 

a line-drop compensator .2 current and potential transfomers, and the 

operating motor with its control relays for changing the position of the 

feeder voltage regulator. 

Feeder voltage regulators~ be divided into two main types. The 

induction voltage regulator and the step voltage regulator. 

An induction voltage regulator is a device having one or more wind-

ings in shunt and one or more windings in series vi th a circuit feeder 

for continuously adjusting the voltages or the phase relations of the 

circuit or both by changing the relative position of the shunt and series 

windings of · the regulator. 

A step voltage regul~tor is a device having one or more windings 

excited from the system circuit feeder or a separate source and one or 

more in series with the system circuit for adjusting the voltage or the 

phase relation or both in steps, without interrupting the load; and hav

ing a rating not exceeding 750 kva for three-phase and not exceeding 250 

kva for single-phase. 

1A voltage-regulating relay is a voltage-s~nsitive device which is 
used on an automatically operated feeder · voltage regulator to con

,· trol the vol tag'e of the regulated circui_t. 

2A line-drop compensator in a feeder voltage regulator is a device 
which causes the voltage-regulating rel~ to increase the output 
voltage of a feeder voltage regulator by an amount which compen
sates for the impedance drop in the circuit between the regulator 
and a predetermined location on the circuit (sometimes referred 
to as the feeder center or load center). 



Accuracy Classification 

Standard accuraci classes of control devices for induction and 

step-voltage regulators are as follows: 

Accuracy 
Class . 

1 

2 

5 

· · Over-all 
Percent -Error 

The errors to be included in the determination of accuracy class are 

the maximum plus error and the maximum minus error for each of the 

following. 

A. Changes in the ratio of the potential supply with regulator 

operation throughout its rated range from maximum raise to 

11 

maximum lover with rated source voltage applied to the regula-

tor. 

~. Error of the voltage regulating ~el~, with its ballast, due to 

variations in ambie~t temperature. 

C. Error of the voltage regulating rel~. with its ballast. due to 

frequency variations of plus or minus o. 25t!, from the rated fre-

quency of the regu~ator • 
. , 

D. Error in .resistance compensation due to ch~nges in ratio of the 

current supply caused by changes in the phase angle of the cur-

rent supply and line drop compensator for load variations from 

100 to 25,, of rated current at o.8 power factor lagging, when 

the resistant element is set on the position marked as sot!, of 

its full voltage range and the reactance element is set at o. 

E. Error in reactance compensation under same conditions as out-



lined in paragraph D with the reactance element set on the 

position marked as 50~ of its full voltage range and the 

resistance element set at o. 
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The over-all plus error is the sum of the maximum plus value of 

each of the five errors listed. and the over-all pereent minus error is 

the sum of the maximum minus value of each of the five errors. The 

accuracy class is determined by the greatest of the over-all errors. 

In determining the accuracy classifications for step-!oltage and 

induction-voltage regulators according to American Standards Association 

and National lll.ectrical Manufacturers1 Association standards. it is 

necessary to make tests at only one power factor. 0.80 lagging. With 

the number of corrective capacitors now being used on distribution feed

ers for both power factor and voltage correction. it ~as become a prac

tice to have the power factor corrected to approximately unity during 

peak conditions, Although some switched c~pacitors are used, it is not 

uncommon to have the feeders go as far as 60 to _ 70 percent leading dur

ing light loads because of the unswitched capacitors. With this type 

of operation the accuracy of feeder voltage regu,lators at 0.8 power 

factor is no lQnger an indication of the performance that may be expect

ed from a particular regulator accuracy _class._ 

A more appropriate test for accuracy class!fication would be a 

test at unity power factor and at zero power factor both lagging and 

leading, for various points on the resistance and reactance elements. 

In general there are two types of modern line-drop compensators 

now being manufactured. The principal difference between these is in 

the primary relay used. One type uses a relatively high impedance 

primary relay, while the other uses a low impedance relay. 
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To reduce control errors due to ambient temperature changes and 

frequency variations. a high impedance ballast resistor of low tempera-

ture coefficient is placed in series with the low impedance primary 

rel~. Because of this low impedance a heavy current is required to 

operate the relay. This current must also flow through the ballast 

resistor as well as the compensator res~stance and reactance elements, 

thus causing a high power loss. The compensator elements must be large 

to handle these currents. It is because of these higher currents that 

the resistance of the rea.ctance element becomes an appreciable part of 

the total compensation. 

In the older reactance elements about 8 units of resistance dr~p 

were produced for 20 units of reactance compensation. Data obtained 

experimentally for a more modern line-drop compensator using a low 

impedance primary relay is shown in Table 2. The error ~n this particu-

la.r reactance element is ~~68 volts for 20 volts of react.a.?1ce compensa

tion. Several other units were checked and found to contain .an error 

of approximately 5 volts for 20 volts of reactance setting. A simpli

fied schematic diagram of this type compensation circuit is shown in 

Figure 1. 

b C, T, To Feeder: 

Figure 1 

Simplified schematic diagram of a lin~drop compensator . 
which utilizes a low impedance primary relay. 
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Table 2A 

Low Impedance Type Line-Drop Compenaa.tor 

Unity Power Factor 

Actual Calculated Voltage 

X R Regulator Regulator Error 
setting setting Voltage Voltage In Volts 

0 0 120. 00 120. 00 0 
5 0 120. 00 119.90 0.70 

10 0 121. 4o 119.58 1.82 
15 0 123. 00 119. 06 3. 94 
20 0 123. 00 118.32 4.68 

Zero Power Factor Leading 

Actual Calculated Voltage 

Rsetting 
Regulator Regula.tor Error 

Xsetting Voltage Voltage In Volts 

0 0 120.10 120. 00 0.1 
0 5 120. 00 119.90 0.1 
0 10 119.70 119.58 0.1 
0 15 119.10 119. 06 o.o4 
0 20 119.4o 118.32 0.08 

Zero Power Factor Lagging 

Actual Calculated Voltage 

X R 
Regulator Regulator Error 

setting setting Voltage Voltage In Vol ts 

0 0 120.10 120. 00 0.10 
0 5 120.10 119.90 0. 20 
0 10 119.90 119.58 0.32 
0 15 119.30 119. 06 0.24 
0 20 118.4o 118.J2 0.08 · 



Table 2B 

Low Impedance Type Line-Drop Compensator 

Approximately 0.8 Power Factor Lagging 

Power 
Value of Voltage at Factor R Cose x Sine Total 

Resistance Regulator (Cos e) Volts Volts Voltage Drop 

X = Q. 

0 120.1 • 795 0 0 0 
10 127. 8 • 798 7.98 0 7.98 
20 135.6 .aoo 16. 00 0 16.00 

X= lQ 

0 126. 7 • 785 0 6.18 6.18 
10 134.9 • 793 7.93 6.09 14. 02 
20 142.8 • 798 15.96 6.03 21. 99 

X= gQ, 

0 132. 2 .801 0 11.98 11.98 
10 llK>. 9 .801 a.or 11.98 19.99 
20 149.2 • 798 15.96 12.06 28. 02 

1Points used for determining accuracy clessification. 

Error 
Volts 

+ 10 
-:1a1 
-.40 

+. 521 
+.88 
+.81 

+.22 
+.91 

+1.18 

..... 
\J\ 
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Even though there is quite an error in the reactance element, the 

overall accuracy of the line-drop compensator is fairly good for 0.80 

power factor and can easily fulfill the requirements of ASA and NEMA. 

for a Class 1 accuracy classification. 

In some compensators of this type the ballast resistor is also the 

compensator resistor. This double use of the resistor reduces the total 

energy consumed. One manufacturer that makes both types of compensators 

claims a burden of approximately 44 volt-amperes for that · with the _ 

double use resistor and 65 volt-amperes for the compensator with the 

separate resistors. This is a decrease of approximately one-third in 

the burden. 

The other type of lin_e-drop compensator incorporates a primary 

rel~ with a high impedance coil and a new type ~eries ballast consist

ing of an inductance and ca.paci tance. ~i;ice this ballast has a very low 

resistive component, its power consumption is a.bout one-tenth that 

required by other types. 

The compensator circuit used in conjunction with the high impedance 

primary rel~ employs a monocyclic network. A simplified schematic dia

gram of such a circuit is shown in Figure 2. 

P. T. 

c. T. 

Resistance 

Jigu.re 2 

Primary 
Rel~ 

Simplified schema.tie diagram of a line-drop compensator, 
which uses a high impedance primary rel~. 
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The reactance element of the compensator circuit is composed of a 

current dividing rheostat, a capacitor, and a highly inductive reactance. 

The capacitor and the reactor form a tuned circuit, which presents zero 

impedance to the flow of O,T. current, i.e., Xe equals XL, The amount 

of O,T. current which will flow through the capacitor and reactor will 

depend upon the position of the continuously adjustable rheostat. The 

primary relay sees only the voltage drop across the reactor element of 

this circuit and the resistance element. 

Experimental data obtained on a line-drop co~pensator, which uses 

a high impedance primary rel~ and a monocyclic network, is given in 

Table 3. Note the accuracy of this type unit. The reactance element has 

a maximum voltage error of 0.5 volts as compared to 4,68 volts error in 

the element of the unit using the low impedance primary rel~. 

In actual practice the voltmeter used to adjust and set the primary 

relay of a line-drop compensator is usually a 0.5 or 0.?5 percent rated 

accuracy voltmeter with a 150 volt scale. The maximum error in the 0.5 

percent accuracy meter would be ±0.15 volts. Therefore, to obtain 

accuracies greater than those found in the line-drop compenaators, which 

use the high impedance rel~, is rather futile, 
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Table 3 

High Impedance Type Line-Drop Compensator 

Unity Power Factor 

Actual Calculated Voltage 

xsetting Rsetting 
Regulator Regulator Error 
Voltage Voltage In Vol ts 

0 0 120. 00 120. 00 0 
8 0 120. 00 119.69 0.31 

16 0 119.50 118.93 0.57 
24 0 117.6o 117.58 0.02 

Zero Power Factor Leading 

Actual Calculated Voltage 

xsetting Rsetting 
Regulator Rega.lat or Error 

Voltage Voltage In Volts 

0 0 120.00 120. 00 0 
0 8 120. 00 .. , 119.69 o. 31 
0 16 119.00 .118. 93 0.1? 
0 24 117.40 117.58 -0,18 

Zero Power Factor Lagging 

Actual Calculated Voltage 

xsetting Rsetting 
Regulator Regulator Error 
Voltage Voltage In Volts 

0 0 120. 00 120.00 0 
0 8 119.80 119.69 0.11 
0 16 118.90 118.93 -0.03 
0 24 116.90 117.58 -o.68 



Chapter III 

THE VOLTAGE REGULATOR LINE-DROP COMPENSATOR 

Basic Settings 

Feeder voltage regulators as used on distribution feeder circuits 

have two basic functions. 

1. Correct for voltage variations that occur to the source voltage 

so the output will remain uneffected by these changes. 

2, Compensate for voltage variations which occur in the load area 

served, 

To perform these functions automatically, a device known as a 

line-drop compensator is used in conjunction with a primary relay, 

sometimes referred to as a contact making voltmeter or voltage regulat

ing relay. Although there have been several variations of the line-drop 

compensators .in use in the pa.st, only two are in common use today. The 

differences between these two types are described in Chapter II. Both 

are basically the same, consisting of a resistance element and reactance 

element in series to simulate the actual line impedance of the feeder 

circuit to be controlled. A simplified schematic diagram of a step type 

regulator and ite associated line-drop compensator circuit is Rhown in 

Figure J. 

The resistance and reactance elements of the compensating circuit 

a.re in series with the primary relay and the potential source which is 

to be regul~ted, Thus, any voltage which appears across the resistance 
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Figure 3 

Simplified schematic diagram of a step type regulator 
and its associated line-drop compensator. 
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and reactance elements will be added to or subtracted from that of the 

sourc~ potential, Since the current transformer in the line or feeder 

causes a current to flow through the compensator resistance and reactance 
'-

elements that .is proportional to the load current, the voltage which 

appears across these elements will be proportional to the load current, 

By the proper selection of the settings for the resistance and reactance 

elements of the compensator, the contact making voltmeter will see a 

voltage proportional to that existing at some point on the system being 

supplied, 

To illustrate the procedure for setting a line-drop compensator, 

let us assume a 2.4/4.16 k:v express feeder one mile long with 336,000 

circular mil acer conductors on a sts.nda.rd 8 1-0" crossarm. The resist-

ance and reactance of this feeder would be 0,3073 + j 0,6241 ohms. If 

the rated primary current for the regulator is JOO amperes and the 

primary relay is adjusted to operate on a voltage band centered a.bout 

120 volts, then the current and potential transformer ratios will be 
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300:5 or 60:1 a.nd 2400:120 or 20:1, respectively-, At full load, 300 

amperes, a one volt drop will appear on the secondary of the potential 

transformer for every 20 volts drop in the primary circuit. The total 

voltage drop in the express feeder as seen on the seconde.cy of the 

potential transformer is given by- the equation: 

Voltage Drop= PT Ratio (R + j X) 

where: IoT = Rated primary current of the current transformer in amperes, 

P1' Ratio = Potential transformer re.tio. 

R = Line resistance in ohms. 

X = Line reactance in ohms. 

For the above case this becomes 

Voltage Drop=~ (0.3073 + j 0.6231) = 4.61 + j 9.36 volts. 

In order to hold the voltage at the end of the express feeder, 

commonly- called the feeder center, to a constant value, it is necessary 

to adjust the compensator circuit to allow for the voltage drop in the 

express feeder. To do this set in 4.61 volts of resistance and 9.36 

vol ta of reactance. 

Fixed Shunt Capacitors 

As can be seen, the setting of a line drop compensator is easy, 

as long as the voltage to be maintained at the · feeder cent.er is constant 

and there are no loads, capacitors, or tapp~d circuits between the regu-

lator output terminals and the feeder center, 

The increased use of shunt capacitors on distribution circuits for 

power factor correction and voltage improvement has made it necessary to 

obtain the -proper coordination between_ these capacitors and the feeder 

voltage regulator. If the capacitors are on the source side of the 
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regulator, then the operation of the regulator will not be affected, 

Similarly, if the capacitors s.re located beyond the feeder center, the 

operation of the voltage regulator will not be affected. 

Often, however, it is necessary to install capacitors between the 

regulator and the feeder center, even tholl€11 such an arrangement is 

considered very undesirable. This condition usually arises because of 

the physical arrangement of equipment in a substation, or to the 

rearranging of an existing circuit. Under these circumstances the 

capacitive current drawn by the capacitors will not flow through the 

entire length of the express feeder, The capacitive component of the 

current will, however, pass through the regulator control circuit line-

drop compensator. The regulator will then respond as if the capacitors 

were at the end of the express feeder unless some adjustment or change 

is ma.de in the control circuit, There are several methods for making 

this adjustment or compene&tion. 

A very common method of correcting for this error is to increase 

the setting of the voltage regulator primary relay for the voltage rise 

caused by the capacitors and not corrected for by the normal operation 

of the compensator. This voltage error is given by the equation 

QXVAR X ~ (R + j X) 
Reg XVA L . 

where OXVAR = Oapaci tor KV.A.R 

Reg KVA = Regulator rated through XVA (complex number) 

L1 = Distance from capacitor to feeder center 

L = Length of feeder 

R = Compensator resistance se~~ing 

X = Compensator reactance setting 
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Since the above correction would be a value dependent upon the 

power factor of the load, it becomes necessary to simplify the fo:nnula 

to get a fixed, but approximate, correction. 

OXVAR x ~ (X) 
Reg XVA L 

Even though this is an approximate adjustment, the error due to making 

this approximation, under practical operating conditions, is small 

compared. to the possible errors in instrumentation. 

As an illustration let us assume a 900 kva.r capacitor bank on the 

output terminals of a 300 ampere feeder voltage_regulator. The express 

feeder is one mile long and the conductor is 336,000 circular mil a.csr. 

The setting of the line-drop compensator as previously illustrated would 

be 4.61 volts of resistance and 9.36 volts of reactance. To maintain 

120 volts at the feeder center, the primary relay would be adjusted for 

120 volts plus the increase necessary to adjust for the error caused by 

the capacitors. The primary relay setting would be 

120 + .2.QQ..6 (9. 36) = 120 + 3. 9 = 123. 9 volts. 
21 0 

With this primary relay setting, Figure 4 shows the resulting feeder 

center voltage for various load power factors. ~he power factor is 

measured at the feeder center. The maximum error is approximately 0.15 

volt~. which for all p~actical purposes is negligible. See appendix 

for sample calculations. 

Ijt 1 should be noted again, hqwever, that th_is e:rror is due to 

neglecting the resistance in making the adjusted primary relay setting. 

Thus the greater the setting of the resistance element, the greater the 

error will become. This resistance setting could be increased either 

by decreasing the conductor size or increasing the length of the feeder. 



Although overcompensation is not discussed until Chapter V, it 

should be mentioned that the error caused by capacitors, as described 

above, may be much greater with certain types of overcompensation • 
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Voltage error due to 900 kvar of capacitor, on output 
terminal, of regulator supplying a 300 ampere feeder 
conaieting of one mile of 336,000 circular mil acer. 

Switched Shunt Capacitor, 

0 

The readju1ting of the primary rel~ setting to compenaate for 

shunt capacitora located between the feeder center and the output 

terminala of the feeder voltage regulator is limited to unewitched. 

capacitors onl7, In order to obtain the proper compensation with 

switched capacitors, it becomes necessary to interconnect the control 

24 

circuits of the regula~or and the capacitor. This requirement usu.ally 

limits the practical distance between the regulator and the switched 

capa.ci tor bank:, 
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In generalt there are two methods for compensating for switched 

eapaci tors. 

1. Interconnect current transformers between the capacitors and 

the compensator circuit so the conponent of capacitive current 

due to the capacitors is cancelled out of the compensator cir-

cui t. 

2. Switch a fixed voltage bias in the compensator circuit. This 

method is equivalent to readjusting the primary relay as done 

in the case of fixed capacitorst the same error being prevalent 

in ea.ch. 

The first method of correcting the compensator circuit for switched 

capacitors is the better of the two for it gives the correct compensa-

tion for all opera.ting conditions and compensator settings. Figure 5 

shows a sil'lplified schema.tic diagram of this systen. The current trans-

formers are interconnected so the capacitive current is balanced out of 

the line-drop compensator circuit. 

Reg, 

•.. 

Source 
Potential 

P, T. 

Capacitors 

Figure .5 

'.Xiine 

Primary 
Relay 

F~eder 
Center 

Potential 

Simplified schematic diagram of compensating circuit 
with switched capacitors on the output terminals of the 
regulator using interconnected current transformers. 
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The second method of correcting the compen~ator circuit requires 

that a fixed voltage bias, usually a resistor, be switched in and out 

of the com.pensator circuit as the capacitor bank is switched, Although 

this method may be of sufficient accuracy for most applications, care 

should be exercised in applying it. Any codification of the compensator 

circuit, such as · thi.s, should be checked with the manufacturer. Figure 
. . ' . 
6 shows a simplified schematic diagram of a line-.drop compensator using 

switched voltage bias. 

Rline 
Reg,,....__,~T'l'-1-~---,.~~-1 

Source 
Potential 

P. T. 

) Switch 

1 Capacitors 

Rcomp Xcomp 

Voltage 
Bias 
Resistor 

Figure 6 

I:i.ine 

Feeder 
Center 

Potential 

Normally closed 
auxiliary contact 
on capacitor switch 

Primary 
Relay 

S.implified schematic diagram of compensating 
cirotlit using switched voltage bias. 

The preceding diacussion of line-drop oompenaators has been baaed 

on the premise that the voltage at the feeder center should be held 

constant. In actual practice it is usually found that this is not the 

case. Instead of holding a constant voltage a.t the feeder center, the 

voltage ia allowed to vary with the load, from 100 percent voltage at 



no load to approximately 105 or 110 percent voltage at full load. 

This type of compensation, referred to as overcompensation, will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter V. 
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Chapter IV 

UTILIZATION VOLTAGES 

Standard Utilization Voltages 

An attempt to standardize utilization voltages dates back as far as 

1899. From time to time since then the voitage standards and recommenda

tions for the electric industry have been reviewed e..nd re~ssu~d. In 19'.30 

a document entitled "Preferred Voltage Ratings for A.-C Systems and Equip

ment" was published as a result of a joint committee of the NELA and the 

Nl!MA.. This was the first voltage standard to be sufficiently complete 

and se.tisf'aotory to the industry as a whole to warrant adoption. 

After a number of years it became apparent that this publication was 

becoming obaolete and a revision was neeeap,ry. The reasons for this 

reTi 1ion werel 

1. The upward trend of utilization voltage,. 

2, The increaaed uae ot high and low voltage network·,. 

3. The change, in voltage regulati~g technique,. 

After several years of' study, a revision of the utilization voltages 

waa publiehed in Mq, 1949, as a joi~t DI and nMA. publicatJon, 

In conaidering the rating and design of lamps, appliances and other 

electrical apparat111 1 i~ i a recognized that the _design voltage and/or 

range of voltages may be somewhat different from the nominal 9Y'stem 

voltage at the point of tt~iliz&tion. This _is caused by the regulation 

in the circuit and the inability of the utility to maintain a constant 
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voltage at the point of service. To allow for this regulation or varia-

tion in the utilization voltage, the electrical equipment manufacturers 

must design their products to operate satisfactorily over a range of 

voltages. The design voltages as set out in the EEI-NEMA publication, 

"Preferred Voltage Ratings for A-~ Systems and Equipment," will vary 
' ' 

with different types of appliances, lamps, etc., having the same voltage 

rat_ing. _ These recommendations are based upon the power requirements of 

the apparatus and its normal lo~d factor. An example of the differences 

in design mode voltages would be the comparison of the decorative incan-

descent la.mp and the flood incandescent lamp. 

In the case of a decorative incandescent la.mp, a design voltage or_ 

mode of 122 vol ts has been chosen when designing for satisfactory illumi-

nation and long life. In the case of the spot and flood type incandescent 

lamp, a lower design (mode) voltage of 118 volts has been deemed satis-

factory, as the spot and flood type lamps require more current and there-

fore will produce more voltage drop in the au.:pplying circuit. In both 

the above cases the rating of the lamp is 120 volts. 

Some of the voltages to be used as a basie for design of the more 

common devices and applianc~• are tabulated in Table 4, 

It should be noted trom this tabulation that the design (mode) volt-

age for the various equipments depends upon the normal application and 

load characteristics ot that particular piece of apparatus, 

For single phase, fractional and integral horsepower motors 115 

and 230 volts were standardized several years ago, on the basis that mo st 

of such motors will operate on 120/24o volt iustems. The 115 volt single 

phase motors are suitable for operation on 120/208! networks. However, 

the operation of a. 230 volt motor on a 120/'2!J8Y volt system is not con-



Table 4 

Design Voltages for Some of the More Common Electrical Apparatus 

Nominal System Equipment Voltage Voltages to b~ U§~ a.a a Basia Qf Deaign 
Apparatus Voltage :Bating Minimum Mode . Maximum 

,· 

Irons - hand 120 118 107 118 122 

Irons - ironers 120 115 107 115 122 

Ranges - household 
tYPe 120/24o 118/236 110/220 118/236 124/248 

Air conditioners -
room type 120/240 115/230 107 /'ZJ.4 115/2'51 122/244 

Radios 120 120 110 122 127 

Fluorescent lamps -
residence 120 118 107 122 127 

Incandescent lamps 120 120 110 122 127 

Incandescent lamps -
spot and flood 120 120 110 118 122 

Signal and control 
transformers 120 120 110 122 127 

\..,J 
0 
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sidered satisfactory. The voltage band of operation for motors as 

guaranteed by the manufacturer is_plus or minus 10 percent of their 

nameplate valTJ,e. A 230 volt motor should, therefore, operate on 207 

vol ts; however, it shoul~ be remembered that_ the available torque varies 

as the square of the voltage. This means that a ?30 volt, 5 horsepower 

motor, when operated on 208 volts,would be appro~mately equivalent to 

a 4 horsepower motor at rated voltage. See Tables 1A and 1~. 

For three-phase, fractional and integral horsepower motors, 110 and 

220 volts have been accepted as standard. When operating a 220 volt 

motor on a 208 volt supply, the motor must be derated approximately 10 

percent. A 220 volt, 5 horsepower, three-phase motor operated on a 208 

volt tnpply would be equivalent to a 4.5 horsepower motor at rated 

vol ta.ge. 

In general the utilha.tion voltages as recommended in the joint 

EEI-Nl!JMA. publication for the design of electrical equipment may be 

summarized by the following statements. 

1. For light loads vi th high load factors, such as electric clocks, 

the minimum and maximum voltages to be used as a basis for 

design should be 110 volts and 127 volts, respectively. 

2. For medium loads, such as refrigerators, the maximum and minimum 

design voltages should be 110 volts and 125 volts, 

J. For heavy loads, such as electric ranges, the maximum and mini

mum design voltages should be 110 volts and 124 volts . . .. 
4. For hea.vy loads, with cords for plugging into a eonTenience 

outlet, such as an electric ironer, the maximum and minimum 

design Tol tages should be 107 volte and 122 Tol ts. 

Varying the design voltage limits and design mode of the different 
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pieces of electrical equipment, in accordance with their power require

ments, is equivalent to the designing of voltage compensation into the 

equipment. It is believed that the operating utility should capitalize 

on this variation in design vol ~age. 

Most Economical Utilization Voltages 

The preferred nominal utilization yoltage as recommend~ bf the 

EEI-NEMA. publication, •Preferred Voltage Ba.tings for A-C Systems and 

Equipment,• may not be the most economical voltage from the standpoint 

of the consumer. It is unfortunate that all types of electricai equip-

ment do not have economical voltages near the same value. Since there 

is such a variation, a compromise is necessary. 

When incandescent lamps are considered, ~tis relatively simple to 

determine the point of most economical operation, it being a function of 

energy costs and lmnp replacement costs.l 

The light output, efficiency and life of an incandescent filament 

lamp are all interrelated and will vary as the applied voltage is varied, 

Average values of lamp characteristics and their resultant exponential 

curves may be found in various lamp manufacturers' bulletins or light-

ing handbooks. From the information and the prevailing costs the most 

economical applied voltage may be determined. With an energy cost of 

two cents per kilowatthour the following table may be calculated. The 

costs are based on current prices of 120 vC1lt inside frosted bulbs. 

Prices include federal tax. The lamp characteristics are taken from 

1 Charles F Cameron, Lamps, Wire Size and Voltage Drop. Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
Oklahoma Engineering Experiment Station Publication. 



the IES Lighting Handbook and are based on an average output of 16 

lumens per watt. 

Table 5 

Most Economical Utilization Voltage 
for Incandescent Lamps 
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Lamp Lamp Percent Utilization 
Wattage Cost Voltage Voltage 

6o $o.18 102. l 122.5 
100 o. 20 105.7 127.9 
150 0.24 107.8 129. 2 
200 0.35 106.9 128. 2 
300 o.44 108.6 130.5 

It is interesting to note that the replacement cost of lamps would 

have to be approximately o. 372 cents per watt to make the_most economi-

cal operating vol,tage and ~ted voltage synonymous. Since _the present 

day cost of lamps is much less than this, with the possible exception 

of special purpose lamps, it can be concluded ~hat the most economical 

operating voltage for incandescent lamps will in general be much greater 

than 120 volts, usually around 128 to 130 volts. 

The efficiency and life of the fluorescent lamp, unlike the 

incandescent lamp, 19 not affected by v~riations in the applied voltage 

if' maintained within the l~mits of its designed operating range. Exces

sive low or high voltage will, however, reduce the lamp life. With low 

voltage one is apt to find instability in the arc and starting m~ be 

very difficult if not unobtainable. High voltage, on the other hand, 

~ cause excessive heating and premature end blackening. This is 

particularly true in poorly designed fixtures with inadequate ventila-

tion. 

The balle.et ae commonly used in conjunction vi th the fluorescent 

lamp is a current limiting device. On voltages over the specified 
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range, the operating current becomes excessive and will cause the 

ballast to overheat. If this condition of overvoltage persists, it may 

cause the ballast to fail. 

Fluorescent lamps and their auxiliaries are designed to operate 

well together over a range of voltages from 110 volts to 125 volts, 

inclusive, and in some cases may operate satisfactorily on circuits as 

low as 105 vol ts or as high as 130 vol ts. Some manufacturers of fiuo-

rescent lamp ballasts now make a ballast that is designed to operate on 

a range of voltages from 105 to 130 volts. 

Heating appliances such as the electric range are very sensitive 

to changes in voltage. If we assume the heating element has a constant 

resistance then the surface temperature of the element wni be a func-

tion of the square of the impressed voltage. The higher the voltage, 

the greater the temperature. Increasing the temperature will, however, 

reduce the life of the element. 1 

It is evident that there must be a voltage at which it would be 

most economical to operate a resistance heating element. To determine 

what this voltage is would be a study in itself, nevertheless we do 

know that to obtain acceptable operation, the voltage must be maintained 

reasonably high. The household type of range for operation on 120/24o 

volt system usually has a design voltage of 118/2'36 volts with a minimum 

of 110/220 volts and a maximum of ·124/248 volts. The relays, thermo-

stats , and other accessories are designed to withstand voltages up to 

and including 130/260 volts. 

1 
Riese, Russell L, NElectric Heating Element Economics•. 
Master's Thesis, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
1950. 



Chapter V 

PRIMARY VOLTAGES ON DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS 

General 

Preliminary to the joint EEI and NEMA publication concerning volt-

age ratings for a.-c systems and equipment, the lllEI made a very e~us-

tive study_of the utilization voltage problem with two objectives to be 

accomplished. 

1. Determine reasonable utilization voltage spreads and the li~it-

ing values for \4hich the manufacturers should design utiliza-

tion equipment to operate. 

2. Indicate desirable limits of service voltage spreads. corr&

sponding to the utilization voltage spreads in (1), which can 

be used as a guide for the design and operation of distribution 

systems. 

As a result of this investigation the Edison Electric Institute 

(EEI) published a report in October. 1942, publication No. J8, 

"Utilization Voltage Standardization Recommendations." This report 

recommended the. following service volt~ge limitations. 

120/24-0-vol t 120/208 volt 
System System 

Maximum 127/2;4 127/220 

Pref erred Maximum 12s/2so 125/216 

Preferred Minimwn 113/226 117/202 

Minimum 110/220 114/198 
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These maximum and minimum voltages were used as a basis for estab

lishing the design voltage limits and design voltage modes of the 

various types of electrical apparatus, as set out in the joint EEI-NEMA 

publication. 

From the study of utilization voltages, it was found that the mini

mum voltages for design purposes ranged between 107 and 110 volts. We 

can therefore conclude that the minimum voltage acceptable to the con

sumer would be 110 volts. Starting with this permise, the minimum allow

able primary voltage rney be determined. 

To determine what may be expected in the way of voltage drop 

between the primary and customer's entrance switch, several different 

cases were studied. The details of these calculations are shown in 

Appendix :e. 

In all cases it was assumed that the secondary was a three-wire 

120/240 volt system using No. 0 bare aluminum conductor with one foot 

spacin& The span lengths were aasumed to be 120 feet. based on 6o foot 

urban lots, and the service drops were all three-wire No. 2 solid, 

neoprene insulated aluminum. 

All_ demands are based on statistical load checks made of residen

tial areas in the Oklahoma Oe.s and Electric 09mpa.ny system. _ The trans

former loading monogram which is the_ re~ul t of these accumulated statis

tical loa~ checks is included in Appendix_B. 

The voltage drops from the primary to the last customer0 s service 

entrance switch were calculated and the results plotted in Figure 7. 

From an inspection of this curve it m~ be seen that the probable maxi

mum voltage drop, when using 15 kva transformers loaded to 14o percent 



of their nameplate rating, will be appro~mately 6.52 volts. When 

using a 25 kva transformer, the approximate voltage drop with 14<> 
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percent load will be 3.0 volts. If the voltage drop is limited to 6.6 

volts, as one electric utility now does, then the loa.d. density which 

may be served will be limited to approximately 58 kva per 1000 feet, 

and still allow each transformer to feed two spans in each direction. 

The approximate load density for 58 kva per 1000 feet is 3200 kva per 

square mile. By raising this voltage limit to 8 volts, load densities 

up to 97 kva per 1000 feet may be served before it will be necessary 

to have transformer stations on every third pole. The approximate load 

density for 97 kva per 1000 feet is 6500 kva per square mile. 

10 

8 

2 

0 l .. ,___.., _ __;.___.__ _____ --1..-__ _ 

5 10 15 25 371 50 

Transformer kva 

Figure 7 

Voltage drop from primary side of transformer to last customer's 
service entrance for 100~ and 14o~ transformer loads. 
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The value of secondary voltage drop which will be allowed not only 

should be thought of as a limiting condition, but also the most desir

able. By extending the secondaries as far as possible, the number of 

customers served from the same transformer station will be increased 

and the cost per kva for serving them will be less. Voltage flicker 

which is usu.ally a limiting factor in low density areas may be improved 

by secondary banking. 

If we allow three volts of voltage drop in the customer's wiring 

and eight volts from the service entrance switch to the primary of the 

distribution transformer serving this load, then the voltage required 

on the primary to hold 110 volts at the customer's socket will be 110 + 

3 + 8 = 121 volts. 

As pointed out before, the maximwn design voltage for the small 

energy consuming apparatus is 127 volte. Thus if we allowed only two 

volts drop from the primary of the .transformer to the customer's socket 

with the feeder fully loaded then the feeder center voltage could 

conceivably be as high as 129 vol ts without exceeding the utilization 

design voltage of the electrical apparatus served. With 129 volts at 

the feeder center, a drop of 8 volts is allowed in the primary circuit 

under full load conditions. 

As it would not be feasible to hold 129 volts at the feeder center 

continuously because of the lossel:! due to over-excitation of the trans

formers and of the greater probability of exposing the customer's 

electrical equipment to overvoltages, a variable feeder center voltage 

should be used. From the standpoint of both the customer and the utility 

company, a voltage at · the feeder center that varies from 120 vol ts at no 

load to 129 volts during the peak would be most favorable. · This varia,.. 
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tion in the feeder center voltage may be obtained by setting in over

compensation in the line drop compensator, 1. e., in addition to setting 

in the compensation required for the feeder, an additional amount would 

be set in, depending upon the amount of overcompense.tion required. 

Overcompensation 

With the presently available types of line-drop compensators, over-

compensation~ be set ln the resistance element, the reactance element, 

or a combination of both. Setting in overcompensation in this manner 

has the effect of moving the point of regulation past the feeder center 

into the load area. There are a variety of methods now in use for 

obtaining the overcompensation required. 

One method used by the Oklahona Ge.sand Electric Company to get 

6 volts of overcompensation is to set in an extra 5.1 volts of resistance 

and 3.2 volts of reactance. This method, which has been in use since 

1938, was based on the voltage drop between the feeder center and what 

was then an average customer. These voltage drops were broken down as 

follows: 

Full load drop in 
10 kva transformer 

One-half of the permissible 
secondary drop 
(16 copper on 8 inch racks) 

Primary line (#6 copper 
on 81-0" crossarm) 

Resistance 
Volta 

2. 2 

1.8 

1.1 

5.1 

Reactance 
Volts 

2.2 

o.6 

O 4 

3.2 

It should be noted_ that these settings give 6 volts of compensation 

at only one power factor, 80 percent. To show the resulting feeder 
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center voltages for various power factor loads, a curve, Figure 8, was 

calculated for a typical feeder under full load conditions. These 

calculations were based on a JOO ampere, J'.36,000 circular mil aluminum 

feeder one mile long. The overcompensation was assumed to be 5.1 volts 

of resistance and 3.2 volts of reactance. For loads with power factors 

near o.80 lagging the overcompensation could be considered satisfactory, 

However, with the increased use of static shunt capacitors, the power 

factor is normall~ around unity power factor and can easily go into 

the leading range during light loads. ::Beginning at unity power factor 

and extending into the leading range, the voltage at the feeder center 

drops rapidly. To overcome this low voltage with leading power factors, 

it is sometimes recommended to reduce the reactance instead of increae-

ing it, This will increase the voltage at the feeder center for the 
I 

lee.ding power factors, but will cause it to drop for lagging power 

factors. This can be seen from the calculated curve in . Figure 9. This 

figure was based on the same feeder as Figure 8, except the reaetanee 

overcompensation was assumed to be minus '.3. 2 vol ts. 

A compromise between the above two methods is to place the sh: 

volts of overcompensation in the resistance element only. This type of 

arrangement gives fair voltage response near unity power factor, but 

drops off rather quickly on both sides of unity. Figure 10 shows this 

characteristic. 

An Improved Line-Drop Compensator (Tuttle Design) 

From the preceding analysis it can be _seen that the setting of 

overcompensation into the line-drop compensator _of a modern feeder volt-

age regulator is at best a compromise. To obtain overcompensation that 



is independent of the power factor of the load is impossible with 

available equipment. 
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A line-drop compensator that would be capable of the performance 

desired would require that it be able to perform two independent func

tions. One function would be the a.bill ty to compensate for the vol ta.ge 

drop between the output terminals of the feeder voltage regulator and 

the feeder center for any load at any power factor. The second function 

desired would be a voltage compensation that was sensitive only to the 

magnitude of the load. and independent of the power factor. 

Any modern line-drop compensator is capable of performing the 

f .irst function as this would require only a resistance and reactance 

element to simulate the feeder characteristics. To obtain the second 

function, it is suggested that an additional element be added to the 

compensator to perfo:nn this duty. A simplified schematic diagram of a 

line-drop compensator which contains this additional element is shown 

in Figure 11. This additional element consists of a rectifier in the 

current circuit, th~ output of which will be proportional to the 

current. Since this current is rectified, it will produce a flux in 

the coll on the prima1"7 rel~ that will always add arithmetically to 

the flux produced by the current from the other elements. In other 

words, any compensation in this new elenAnt would be independent of 

the power factor of the . current flowing through it. 

A feeder voltage regulator with a line-drop compensator of this 

type would be capable of compensating for the voltage drop to the 

feeder center and of providing overcompensation that would depend only 

on the magnitude of the load. The characteristic curve of the voi t age 

at the feeder center for various power factors would be a straight line 
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or constant voltage instead of a curve as shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10. 
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A Simplified Schematic Diagram of an Improved Lin&-Drop Compensator 



Chapter VI 

OONOLUSION 

The problems involved in the set'ting of line drop compenaators on 

feeder voltage regulators are not new. Although the methods presently 

being used have been satisfactory, they are fast becoming inadequate 

with present day operating pre.ctices, It is believed that this will be 

increasingly truer as more and more fixed capacitors are used on primary 

distribution circuits. 

With the presently available line-drop compensators it is not 

possible to set in overcompensation that is independent of the power 

factor. One can get a compromise setting, however, that will give fair 

results over a limited range of power factors. The line drop compensa

tor described in this paper, referred to as the Tuttle design, would 

veey definitely be an improvement. It is capable of overcompensation 

voltage control that 11 independent of the power factor of the load, 

!1 olo1er control of feeder voltage, the utilit7 m~ take greater 

advantage of the range of utilisation voltage over which electrical 

equipment ia deaigned to operate, 

In the ,election of opeJ:9.ting voltage range,. it ha1 been shown 

that operation at the higher end of the utilization voltage band will 

give the most acceptable performance from the standpoint of both the 

customer and the electric utility. For those pieces of electrical 

apparatus which do not show a marked economical difference in whether 
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they operate in the low or high portion of their voltage range, such 

as the fluorescent light, it has been found that they are not harmed by 

the higher voltages. Usually the operation is much more satisfactory 

with the higher voltages than when operating on the lower part of the 

voltage range. This is particularly true of the electric motor and the 

resistance heating element. 

It is not necessarily proposed that the nominal utilization volt-

ages or the range of utilization voltages he changed, but that the 

utility design its system to take advantage of the voltage characteris-

tics of the equipment it serves. By obtaining closer control of the 

feeder voltage and by favoring the higher voltages it should be possible 

to design a more economical distribution system. 

The use of more and more fixed _capacitors on di~tribution feeders 

in the future is a very real possibility, The principal objections to 

the use of more fixed capacitors are: 

1. Apprehension of opera.ting personnel when operating at leading 

power factors because of poasible instability. 

2. Difficulties encountered in setting overcompensation in the 

presently available line drop compensators. 

With the advent of the continuous type generator voltage regulator, 

the problem of instability is no longer realistic. It m~ be some 

time, however, before the operating people are completely convinced of 

this, The second problem m&)P be solved by using a line drop compenaator 

of the design deacribed in thia paper, or one aimilar to it. 

The apecification requirements for a given accuracy classification 
. -

of feeder voltage regulators, as adopted by the American Standards 

Association, are not sufficiently complete to give an indication of 



the type performance that m~ be expected from a particular accuracy 

class. A regulator with the highest accuracy classification may still 

give an unacceptable voltage error with present day distribution 

practices. These specifications should be revised and made complete 

enough to be applicable under any operating condition. 
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TABL!l OF SYMBO~S 

E0 = Voltage at point co~enaator is set to reach. 

With no overcompensation ll0 = E2. , 

ll1 • Voltage at regulator terminal,. 

12 • Voltage at feeder center. 

11:, • Voltage aetting of voltage regulating rel~ that give, correc! 

value of 12 with capacitor, on the output terminal.a of voltage 

regt1lator. 

Ir• Voltage drop in compeneator circuit cauaed b7 load current. 

Id• Voltage drop in feeder aa eeen b7 the conpeneator circuit. 

10 • Voltage riee in compensator circuit caused by capacitor current. 

Ip • Rated primar, current of regulator. 

P, T. • Potential. transformer. 

c. T, • Cu.rr~nt tran~fomer • . 

R • CQmpenaatol' reai,tance s,tting_in '!Ol ta, 

X • Compe~aator reactan~.e setting_ in vol ta. 

r = Resistance of f'eed~.r conductl)l', 

x • Reactance of' .. f'e.eder ~onductor. 

,ClCV'AR • Xilovars of. eapaci~ors. 

RXVA = Rated regulator kva. 

VRR = Voltage regu.la ting rel~ (primar7 rel~). 

A= Arctan, 
R 

l3 = 90-A, 



a = Angle of load current with respect to voltage at regulator 

output terminals. 

cc= Angle between E2 and E:3. 

r( = Angle between lll2 and E0 • 

fl= Angle between Ee and E3. 

f3 = Angle between !Ji and :e: 2• 

¢ = A+ e. 

''('= 180 - ¢ -

't'= Angle of feeder plus angle of load. 

1 . . 

.52 



APPENDIX A 

The following ia a aample calculation to obtain the voltage at the 

feeder center when aix volte of resistance_overcompenaation have been 

set into the line drop compensator. The procedure ia the same regard.

leas of the type of overcompensation being used. The information known 

i a as follovss 

1. Resistance and reactance of feeder. 

r + jx = o. 3073 + .10. 6241 ohms 

2. Resistance and reactance setting of the line drop compensator 

elements in vol ta. 

R+ jX= 10.61 + .19.361 volts 

3. Voltage setting of voltage regulating rela,. In this example 

it was assumed to be 120 volts. 

The angle of the load at the regnlator output terminals, G, was 

taken to be -20 degrees for this sample calculation. This is a lagging 

power factor of 9~. 



Using the law of sines, 

Sin ( = Sin m 
Ee E2 

~ = A + e = 41. 42 - 20. 0 = 21. 42 degrees 

Sin ~ = O. 3678 

Ee = 10. 61 + J9. 361 = 14.1-5 /41. 42° 

Sin p = :c Sin ~ = li~5(o. 3678) = o. 04337 
2 - -

~ = Arc sin O. 04337 = 2. 486 degrees 

'Y"' = 180° - ¢ -

T = 180° - 21. 42 - 2. 486 = 156. 094 degrees 

Sin 1" = 0. 4o78 

E1 = E Sin T - 120 0 4678 = 133. 05 vol ts 
o Sin ¢ - 0. 3678 
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Actual voltage drop in express feeder from regulator output terminals 

to feeder center as seen by regulator is given ~Y the following equation: 

Ed= IP (r + jx) = 300 /-20 (o. 3073 + .10. 6241) 
P.T. ratio 20 

Ed = 7. 5333 + J7. 2193 _ 

Voltage at feP-der center 

E2 = 133.05 - 7.53 - .17.22 

1 2 = 125.52 - .1?. 22 = 125. ?3 volte 



APJIUDIX B 

De.ta f'or Load OarYes- in J'igure 6 

.~ 

...,, X X I )( " I 

Xva of' tra.nsfol'ller ;,, 5 10 
Annual kvh per custoaer 535 1190 

· Load density kYa/iOOO. f't 8.'J'J/11.67 16.65/ZJ.'JO 
Current in service. 2.75 5.54 
Current in span ~ . 6.75 13.82 
Onrrent in span B-~. 11.04 22.26 
Voltage drop in sel"'(ice 0.07 + JO.OJ O.lJ + J0.52 
Voltage drop in span~ 0.11 + .10.10 0.35 + J0.21 
Voltage drop in span B-0 0.29 + J0.17 0.57 + J0.3J 
Voltage drop in trana-

1.85 + Jl.'J'l former 1.98 + Jl.92 
Total 2. ;38 + Jl. 67 3. OJ + J2. 98 

Voltage drop - i~ load 2.9 4. 'Zl 
Voltage drop - llK>~ load 4.06 5.99 

Service - 3 wire #2 aluminum 75 -ft long 
r + j x = • O 24 + j. 0094 ohms 

Secondary - 3 wire fo aluminum 
r + jx = . 02545 + .1. 01491 ohms/ fJPan 

15 25 37} 
1700 2900 4220 

25.00/35.00 41.70/58.4o 62.so/a1.so 
8.33 13.95 20. 22 

20.22 34.6o ;o.80 
32 • .50 .54.6o 79.90 

0.20 + j0.08 o. 34 + .10.13 o.49 + jo,19 
0.51 + jO. 30 o.88 + jo.;1 1.28 + j0.76 
0.82 + j0.48 1.39 + JO.Bl 2.04 + jl,19 

1.86 + J2. 20 1. 79 + j2, 25 1.35 + j2 • .57 
3.39 + j3.06 4. 4o + j3, 70 . 5. 25 + j4. 71 

4.56 .5.74 · 7. 07 
6.38 8,04 9.91 
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APPENDIX 0 

The following is a sample calculation o·f the voltage error caused 

by capacitors on the load terminals of a feeder voltage regu.lator. The 

voltage regulating relay is set to compensate for a voltage rise given 

by the equation 

Voltage Rise= ~f (X) 

To obtain 120 volts at the feeder center, i.e., E2_= 120 volts, 

then the voltage at the regulator terminals, E1, must be 120 volts plus 

the voltage drop in the express feeder. 

J1i "' E2 + ~!!= (~ + jX) 

With capacitors on the express fe_eder_ the regulat<;r;- ~omp~nsator 

circuit sees the_ capacitive current d~wn by the capacitors and will 

react to it a, if' it were nowing through the entire length of the 

teed.er. !y superpoaition it can be aeen that the voltage riae cauaed by 

thia current tlowing in the compenutor circuit 'f4ll be 

Voltage !i 11 • fflt' (! + jX) 

The actual voltage error will be given b7 the e~uation 

111rror • Magnitude [:m2 + OICVA,R (! + JX~ -
UVA. ] 

Magnitude [fili' (X~ - 120 



Asstune e = -200 for sample calculation 

Power factor = o. 94o lagging 

R + jX = 4.61 + j9,36 = 10,434 

CKVAR X 
RXVA 

Tan A= ! = 2...J£ = 2 03037 A= 63, 78 degrees 
R 4. 61 ' 

¢ = 63. 78 - 20 = 43. 78 degrees 

Sin ¢ = 0, 69187 

~!(Er) = ~~g (10. 434) = 9. 6612 

ICVA 
;3 = Arc sin RKVA 

;:3= Arc~i~~91~~2 (.69187) = Arcsin .055414 

~ = 3.17644 degrees 

r = 1so - :' - J3 

i( 11 + cc) = !(180 - 'T') 

!(ri + c.:) = }(3.17644 + 26. 2213) = 14. 69885 

Using Law of Tangents 

E2 - Ee = Tan ·H 11 - .x) 
E2 + Ee Tan !(ri +c~) 



Ec = J~~ (10. 434) = 4. 34743 

120 - 4 34743 = Tan iUJ --<.:X:) 
120 + 4. 34743 Tan 14. -69885 

Ta.n i( n- CC) = (O. 930076)(0. 26233) = O. 24399 

!( n - ex) = 13. 71184 degrees 

= i(n + cc) + i(l'J - a:) 

.. 14. 69885 + 13. 71184 = 28. 41069 

Using ta.w of Sines 

lll2 = E3 
Sin Sin 

E".t = , 49087 (120) = 123. 803 vol ts 
-' . 47579 

OKVAR 
E1 = E2 + UVA X = 120 + 3. 9 = 123. 9 vol ts 

Error= Ei - E3 = 123. 9 - 123. 803 = • 097 vol ts 
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This would be the __ error for a 941, power factor load. The feeder 

center voltage would be 119.903 volts which would be one point on the 

curve in Figure 4. 
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